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Example of Exploratory data Analysis (Peng)

1. Characteristics of exploratory graphs
The goal of making exploratory graphs is usually developing a personal understanding of the data and to 
prioritize tasks for follow up. Details like axis orientation or legends, while present, are generally cleaned 
up and prettified if the graph is going to be used for communication later. Often color and plot symbol 
size are used to convey various dimensions of information.

2 Air Pollution in the United States
In this notebook the key question we are interested is: Are there any counties in the U.S. that exceed 
the national standard for fine particle pollution? This question has important consequences because 
counties that are found to be in violation of the national standards can face serious legal consequences. 
In particular, states that have counties in violation of the standards are required to create a State 
Implementation Plan (SIP) that shows how those counties will come within the national standards within 
a given period of time.

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Exploratory analysis: Who, what, and how
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Who: The budget committee that can approve funding for continuation of the winter vaccination program.

What: The vaccination program was a success; please approve budget of $X to continue.

How: illustrate success with data collected through the survey conducted before and after the pilot 

program.
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Effective communication through visualization

Vorführender
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Effective communication through visualization

Vorführender
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Gestalt principles

• Law of Simplicity — Our eyes seek simplicity in complex shapes, preventing us from being 
overwhelmed by information overload.

• Law of Proximity — We perceive objects close to each other as belonging to a group.

• Law of Similarity — We seek similarities and differences and link similar items into a group.

• Law of Figure and Ground — We tend to segment our visual world into figure and ground. The figure is 
the object in the focus of our vision, and the ground is the background.

• Law of Focal Point — Whatever stands out visually will be given higher attention.

https://medium.com/nightingale/how-to-apply-gestalt-psychology-principles-in-data-visualization-6242f4f1a3de
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Choosing an effective visual
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Distributions

Comparisons
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Proportions

x-y relationships
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



While tables interact with 
our verbal system, 
graphs interact with 
our visual system, 
which is faster at 
processing information.

Note:
there are a plethora of 
graph types out there, 
we will cover the most 
common.

The types of graphs 
frequently use fall into 
four categories: 
points, lines, bars, 
and area.
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Simple text:

20%
Of children had a 
traditional stay-at-home mom
in 2012, compared to 41% in 1970

FIGURE 2.1 Stay-at-home text simple text makeover
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.
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Tables
are great to communicating 
to a mixed audience 
whose members will each 
look for their particular row 
of interest

Note:
Using a table in a live 
presentation is rarely a 
good idea.

The data should 
be what stands out, 
not the borders. 
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Effective communication through visualization
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Effective communication through visualization
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



While tables interact with 
our verbal system, 
graphs interact with 
our visual system, 
which is faster at 
processing information.

Note:
there are a plethora of 
graph types out there, 
we will cover the most 
common.

The types of graphs 
frequently use fall into 
four categories: 
points, lines, bars, 
and area.
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.
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Let's consider a specific example to illustrate these concepts. Imagine you are a Field Application Scientist. You just wrapped up an experimental pilot that was aimed at reducing exposure to Influenza in a nursing home. You surveyed the old age persons at the onset and end of the program to understand whether and how perceptions toward vaccination changed. You believe the data shows a great success story. You would like to expand the use of your methodology in other nursing homes to gather more data.  Let's start with the who by identifying our audience. There are a number of different potential audiences who might be interested in this information: the family of the elderly persons who participated in the program, families of prospective future participants, the future potential participants themselves, other Scientist who might be interested in doing something similar, or the budget committee that controls the funding you need to continue the program.  You can imagine how the story you would tell to each of these audiences might differ. The emphasis might change. The call to action would be different for the different groups. The data you would show (or the decision to show data at all) could be different for the various audiences. You can imagine how, if we crafted a single communication meant to address all of these disparate audiences' needs, it would likely not exactly meet any single audience's need. This illustrates the importance of identifying a specific audience and crafting a communication with that specific audience in mind. Let's assume in this case the audience we want to communicate to is the budget committee, which controls the funding we need to continue the program. Now that we have answered the question of who, the what becomes easier to identify and articulate. lf we're addressing the budget committee, a likely focus would be to demonstrate the success of the program and ask for a specific funding amount to continue to offer it. After identifying who our audience is and what we need from them, next we can think about the data we have available that will act as evidence of the story we want to tell. We can leverage the data collected via survey at the onset and end of the program to illustrate the increase in positive perceptions of science before and after the pilot summer learning program.



Plotting with ggplot2

The concept behind ggplot2 divides plot into 
three (even more) different fundamental parts: 
Plot = data + Aesthetics + Geometry

• data is a data frame
• Aesthetics is used to indicate x and y 

variables. It can also be used to control 
the color, the size or the shape of points, the 
height of bars, etc…..

• Geometry defines the type of graphics 
(histogram, box plot, line plot, density 
plot, dot plot, ….)

• All the rest….



Example
data <- data.frame( 

type = c( rep("variable 1", 1000), rep("variable 2", 1000) ), 
value = c( rnorm(1000), rnorm(1000, mean=4) ) ) # Represent it

ggplot(data, aes(x=value, fill=type)) +
geom_histogram( color="#e9ecef", alpha=0.6, position = 'identity') +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#69b3a2", "#404080")) + theme_classic() 
+ labs(fill="")
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2. Generate random 
values based on a 
normal distribution
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data <- data.frame( 

type = c( rep("variable 1", 1000), rep("variable 2", 1000) ), 
value = c( rnorm(1000), rnorm(1000, mean=4) ) ) # Represent it

ggplot(data, aes(x=value, fill=type)) +
geom_histogram( color="#e9ecef", alpha=0.6, position = 'identity') +
scale_fill_manual(values=c("#69b3a2", "#404080")) + theme_classic() 
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1. Generate a dataframe
with two variables and 
1000 observations

2. Generate random values 
based on a normal 
distribution

3. Select the data and 
variables we want to plot

4. Select the type of 
visualization, identify, 
color sets the lines, alpha 
for transparency and 
identify overlaps the bar

5. We fill each histogram
with a different colour

6. Choose a preset theme
7. Names for labs added
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